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I.

INTRODUCTION
The issue in this case is pretext. Plaintiff
challenges two decisions; that of the Policy Board in March
1983 to pl ce on "hold the ultimate resolution of her
candidacy for admission to the firm and that of the partners of
OGS in July 1983 ot to propose plaintiff as a candidate for
admission to the firm as of July 1984. That Price Waterhouse
has articulated legitimate nondiscriminatory reasons for the
two decisions is not questioned. Thus the issue is whether
plaintiff has proven those articulated reasons are more likely
than not pretextual. Price Waterhouse maintains she has not
and cannot do so.

The reasons for the Policy Board's and the OGS
partners' decisions are clear. The business records generated

in the partnership consideration process and the testimony of
three members of the Policy Board fully detail the bases for
the Policy ,Board s' decision to "hold" plaintiff' s candidacy,
viz., th

overwhelmin

number of partner comments critical of

plaintiff' s TOarmer bf interpersonal dealings with partners and
staff. Similarly, the notes and correspondence of the
partner-in-charge of OGS, Mr. Beyer, and the testimony of OGS
partners set forth the bases for the OGS partners' decision not

to propose plaintiff in July 1983. These included the primary
concern with plaintiff's manner of interpersonal dealing

(including her "management style") coupled with a secondary

concern about her failure to manage a project according to firm
standards arising from a partner review of the REMS project in
1983.
Plaintiff addresses the issue of the pretextuality of
the above reasons with three basic contentions. (Plaintiff's
Post-Trial Brief at 11) First, sh

aintains the critical

remarks or reports on her interpersonal dealings made by

partners responding to her candidacy in 1982 and by partners at
the July 1983 OGS partners' meetings were fabricated as an
afterthought." Second, plaintiff contends even if criticisms
of her interpersonal skills were not invented, she would have

been ad itted or proposed were she a male. Specifically,
plaintiff claims that in all respects other than interpersonal
skills she presented "superb" qualifications that ranked her
"at the top of all candidates" and that the firm "routinely
admits candidates" with interpersonal skills problems like her
own where those candidates have the offsetting qualifications
which plaintiff claims to have. Finally, plaintiff advances
the "Fiskeian" arg ment that the comments critical of her style
or manner of interpersonal dealings were a product of rampant

sexual stereotyping. In this last argument, plaintiff
apparently acknowledges the behavior generating the comments

but contends, without proof and in contradiction to the
evidence, that such behavior is not criticized in males. The
record, of course, is replete with criticisms of the same
conduct in male candidates. (Defendant's Exh. 68)
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Plaintiff's contention that the partners fabricated
reports critical of her manner of personal dealings is
controverted by her own testimony, among uch else in the
record. Indeed, partners from every office with which she had
contact, including those partners supporting her candidacy, all
criticized her interpersonal skills or lack thereof.
(Defendant's Exhs. 27 & 30) As to he contention these
criticisms would have been given less weight were she a male,

that too is directly contrary to the record. A nu ber of males
with otherwise exemplary achievements were denied ad ission for
criticisms of interpersonal dealings far less extre e and less
widely noted by the partners than those of plaintiff.
(Defend nt's Exh. 6 ) Plaintiff cannot point to any male
candidate admitted over criticisms of a similar nature and
degree. The "Fiskeian" argument is a tautological

make-weight. It is based upon the speculative presumption that
male partners at' Price Waterhouse expect females to conduct

their interpersonal dealings substantially different than males
and that if they do not they are penalized. Part of this
arg ment requires the Court to assume of course that Price
Waterhouse wants male candidates to be rude, boorish,

inconsiderate and that they will be rewarded for such behavior.

II.

PLAINTIFF'S RGUMENT THAT INTERPERSONAL SKILLS CRITICISMS
WERE FABRICATED IS AN AFTERTHOUGHT.
The record in this case demonstrates the criticisms of
plaintiff's interpersonal dealings wefeZlong standing and
(" widely no ed. The plaintiff's annual performance counselling
regularly referenced these criticisms, (Defendant's Exhs. 7,

13, 14, 15, 24, 25 & 26), and the partnership canvass in 1982
produced an overwhelming number of responses from partners in

many different-oi fices observing that plaintiff possessed less
than satisfactory interpersonal skills in her dealings with
staff and partners. (Defendant's Exh. 27) At trial, plaintiff
acknowledged the critical comments were not without
foundation. (R. 19, 21, 34, 52, 67, 85, 107-08, 122, 125, 126

& 131-32)
Despite this record, plaintiff now maintains the
criticisms of her interpersonal dealings tendered by the
partners submitting long and short forms in September 1982 and
noted by the partners at the OGS partners' meeting were
fabricated as an "afterthought." (Plaintiff's Post-Trial Brief
at 13) Given the number of partners submitting critical
comments and their geographic dispersion, plaintiff's
allegation in effect charges a conspiracy by the partners to
invent a pretext. How else could so many different partners

from so many different offices tender he same kind of critical
com ents - unless, of course, plaintiff actually had

difficulties in dealing with staff and partners and these
difficulties were pervasive.

A. Plaintiff's Transparent Arg ment For An I ference Of
Pretext Demonstrates It Has Not Been Proven.

Lacking any proof that the interpersonal skills
criticisms were invented, plaintiff asserts the Court must
infer the "big lie." Plaintiff's arg ment proceeds as

follows: First, plaintiff reverses the burden of proof and
maintains Price Waterhouse had an obligation to present
testimony from any staff member whose criticisms of plaintiff's
interpersonal skills were reported by a partner. Next,

plaintiff contends the Court must infer any such staff ember
not testifying would have denied expressing complaints about
plaintiff's int rpersonal dealings because the presence of
these witnesses was peculiarly within the control of Price
Waterhouse a d their absence at trial suggests the defendant
was hiding the witnesses. (Plaintiff's Post-Trial Brief at 1 )
Plaintiff s argument is incorrect in its legal and
factual foundations. Price Waterhouse satisfi d its burden of

articulating the legitimate reasons for the decisions at issue
by introducing into evidence the complete record of ll
comments critical of plaintiff's interpersonal skills and
supplementing these with testimony of Policy Board members, the
partner-in-charge of OGS, Mr. Beyer, as well as Mr. Epelbau ,

Mr. Coffey and( Mr. Boehm. It was plaintiff s burden at trial
to prove these comments or criticisms were pretextual. As part
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of that effort, plaintiff was of course free to call as
witnesses those partners reporting staff member complaints or
the staff embers themselves. Plaintiff was fully informed as
to the identities of these persons before trial and chose not
to call them as witnesses. The fact that plaintiff elected not
to address her burden of proof in this fashion can hardly be
turned against Price Waterhouse and used to establish an
inference of pretext. Contrary to plaintiff's representation,
the presence of the aforementioned witnesses at trial was not

uniquely within the control of Price Waterhouse. This is
perhaps demonstrated best by plaintiff's having called
Ms. Kinsey and Ms. Mold as witnesses, and having called
Mr. Beyer as an adverse witness. There is no basis to

distinguish the availability of Ms. Cellar or Messrs. Colberg,
Higgins, or McClure, from that of

s. Kinsey and

s. Mold. Nor

is there any basis to distinguish the availability of other
partners reporting staff complaints from the availability of
Mr. Beyer.

B. There Is No Basis To Infer Pretextuality Simply Because
So e Partners Criticizing Plaintiff Had Limited Contact.

Plaintiff also argues the critical comments in
the long and short forms were pretextual because many who made

negative com ents about plaintiff had only limited contact wi h
her. (Plaintiff's Post-Trial Brief at 22-24) It is not clear
how critical comments are rendered pretextual by the mere fact

that persons making them had limited contact with plaintiff.
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Indeed, for a number of reasons, the evidence in this case

suggests just the opposite.
First, it is common for critical comments to be

advanced with respect to male partnership candidates in the
short forms, and, as discussed below, most unsuccessful
candidates are unsuccessful because of the short-form
responses. (Defendant's Exh. 69) Second, the critical

commentors indicated the nature of their contact with the
plaintiff so as not to mislead the Policy Board in its
evaluation of their comments. (Defendant's Exh. 27) Third,
the critical comments by those with limited contact were
confirmed by the observations of those partners who had more

extensive contact with plaintiff and offered long-form
responses. (Id.) That is to say, the same kinds of criticisms

with respect to plaintiff's interpersonal skills are found
across the board from commentors with limited and extensive

contact with the plaintiff, and are further confirmed in
plaintiff s personnel file, performance appraisals and
counseling session memoranda. (Defendant's Exhs. 7, 13, 14,

15, 24, 25, 26, 27, 30 & 31)
There is a sense in which the plaintiff is more
than willing to accept the positive comments from the
short-form com entors as valid while dis issing criticisms as
unfounded because they were based upon limited contact. Most

of plaintiff's support in this case comes from partners with
limited contact as she received but three long-form "yes"
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recommendations. (Defendant s Exh. 27) Plaintiff cannot have
i both ways and found her assertion concerning her positive
attributes upon the short-for

responses and yet ask the Court

to dis iss and ignore any kind of criticisms tendered in
short-for

responses.

Ill.

PLAINTIFF'S CLAIM THAT MALE CANDIDATES WITH CRITICISMS
OF INTERPERSONAL SKILLS AS SERIOUS AND WIDELY NOTED S
PLAINTIFF'S WERE ROUTINELY ADMITTED IS FALSE.
Plaintiff contends that the Policy Board's balancing
of her strengths ag inst the serious and widely noted
criticisms of interpersonal skills would have arrived at a
decision to admit were she a male. In advancing this

contention, plaintiff first asks this Court to conclude,
despite all evid nce being to the contrary, that aside from the
interpersonal s ills area plaintiff possessed "superb
partnership qualifications" which "placed her at or near the
top of all candidates under consideration for partnership in
1982-83." (Plaintiff's Post-Trial Brief at 8) Plaintiff's only
evidence in support of this argument consists of the words of

Mr. Beyer set forth in the OGS proposal of plaintiff's
candidacy which were later quoted in Mr. Marcellin's Admissions
Committee memorandum seeking to support a "hol " versus a "no"

recom endation for plaintiff's candidacy. (Plaintiff's
Post-Trial Brief at 8-9; R. 312-13)
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The second element of he afore entioned theory of
pretext is plaintiff's allegation that male candidates with
supervening special qualifications have been "routinely
admitted" where interpersonal skills criticisms as serious and
widely noted as plaintiff's were extant. (Plaintiff s
Post-Trial Brief at 17-21) As to this point, plaintiff pleads
that she cannot prove the contention because supposedly the
records of the concerns and criticisms tendered on candidates

admitted were not or re not available. (Plaintiff's
Post-Trial Brief at 19) Plaintiff seriously misleads this
Court with this arg ent. Plaintiff was tendered in discovery
each and every document generated in the ad issions process for
every successful (as well as unsuccessful) male and female
candidate in 1982, 1983, and 1984. Moreover, the record in

this case incl des a full statement of each com ent offered on
the interpersonal skills of the successful candidates in their
long and short forms. (Defendant's Exh. 68) Accordingly,
plaintiff had available the full set of records concerning
interpersonal skills criticisms of male candidates admitted to
the firm. The reason she cannot prove candidates were

routinely admitted over interpersonal skills criticisms like
her own is simply that the claim is false a d directly
contradicted by the business records.
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A. Plaintiff's Claim Of Superior Or Preeminent Partnership
OualTfTcations Is Controverted By The Record In This Case.

A recurring statement in plain iff's Post-Trial Brief
is that plaintiff had "superb partnership qualifications" which
"placed her at or near the top of all candidates under
consideration for partnership in 1982-83." (Plaintiff's
Post-Trial Brief at 8) From this premise, plaintiff argues any
criticisms of her interpersonal skills were far outweighed by
high ratings she supposedly received in all other aspects of
her performance. Plaintiff asserts the balancing process at

the Admissions Committee/Policy Board level would have arrived
at a different result were she a male.

As evidence she was a sing larly well-qualified
candidate, plaintiff cites only the words of her strongest
supporter, Mr. Beyer, in her partnership proposal. The record / (
.

' ' V
,

reflects this document is by design an unbalanced description {, y
¦

of Ms. Hopkins' positive characteristics. (R. 207 & 381) The
laudatory words of Mr. Beyer in Ms. Hopkins' proposal were
iz

repeated by Mr. Marcellin in the Admissions Committee
memorandum on Ms. Hopkins in an effort to explain the basis for
the "hold" recommendation as opposed to a "no" recommendation.

(R. 312-13) Plaintiff cites this language as evidence that the
Admissions Committee concluded she was a preeminently qualified
candidate. She fails, however, to attribute the language to
its original source and fails to note
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r. Marcellin's reasons

for including it in the memorandum--namely, to stave off an

immediate rejection of plaintiff s candidacy.
While it is likely that but for her interpersonal
skills proble s, plaintiff would have been ad itted to the
partnership, the record far from supports her characterization
of her credentials as "superb" or as receiving "high marks"

relative to all other candidates. In the statistical rankings
of the long- and short-form responses, Ms. Hopkins was last or

near last among all candidates in each of the three major
rating areas: Conduct of Work, Management Skills; and Personal
Attributes. Her weighted scores on the long-form responses

were 309 under Conduct of Work, 298 under Manage ent Skills and
309 under Personal Attributes. These scores ranked her 85th of
89 candidates (or near last) in Conduct of Work; 89th or last
in Management Skills and 88th in Personal Attributes. On the
short forms, she ranked approximately 70th in Conduct of Work
and anage ent Skills and 88th in Personal Attributes.
(Defendant's Exh. 36) This is hardly the profile of a
candidate with skills and q alifications superior to all other
candidates. It is not a portrait of a candidate with
compensating strengths to overcome a record nu ber of negative
com ents on her manner of personal dealings.
The partner recommendations on the long and short

forms further contradict plaintiff's characterization of her
qualifications as superb. Plaintiff received only three "yes"
recom endations from those submitting long-form responses.
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(Defendan 's Exh. 27) The average number of long-form "yes"

recommendations for candidates admitted i 1983 was eight (8).
No candidate was admitted with as few as three (3) long-form
"yeses" and only three candidates with as few as four (4)
long-form "yes" recommendations were ad itted in 1983. Of
these, only two had any "no" recom endations (one had a single
short-form "no" and the other had two short-form "nos").

Similarly, no candidate ad itted in 1983 had more than four
"no" recommendations on the combined long and short forms,
whereas Ms. Hopkins had eight "nos" and three "hold"
recommendations. (Defendant's Exh. 69) Again, this is not a

profile of a candidate where there is uniform agreement that
she possesses outstanding skills outside the interpersonal
dealings area.

There is another aspect of plaintiff s record which
she ignores in characterizi g her qualifications. A number of
p rt ers offered specific comments in the long and short forms
which uestioned her technical competence, her integrity or her
anagement skills. (Defendant's Exh. 27) While the Ad issions
Com ittee and Policy Board did not specify those criticisms as
the basis for a "hold" decision, the criticisms nevertheless

existed. The interpersonal skills criticisms predominated the
long- and short-form responses for plaintiff and they were
clearly dispositive. However, to suggest plaintiff's
q alifications were reviewed by the partners as exemplary or
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flawless in all areas other than interpersonal skills is
deceiving.

B. The Fact That The Policy Board Relied In Part On Criticisms
Of Plaintiff From Partners With Limited Contact' Does Not
Establish

Pretext.

'

Plaintiff suggests that somehow discrimination should
be inferred because the Admissions Committee/Policy Board in
determining to "hold" Ms. Hopkins' candidacy relied partly upon
critical com ents of partners with less than substantial
contact with plaintiff, viz., the short-form raters.

(Plaintiff's Post-Trial Brief at 22-24) By implication, she
argues the firm does

ot generally place weight on short-form

comments. The record demonstrates, however, that "hold" and
"no" decisions are in virtually all cases pr

icated upon

short-form responses. (Defendant's Exh. 69) bong-form
responses tend to come from
candidate, and these partners are most often favorable. From

1981 through 1984, it was rare for even those candidates placed
in the "no" or "hold" category by the Policy Board to receive
even a single long-form negative response. (Id.) The average
number of long-form responses recommending a "hold" or "no"

disposition was less than 1 for even candidates ultimately
placed in the "hold" or "no" categories. Ms. Hopkins had two
long-for

"holds" and one "no." Thus, the long-form responses

ay well have been more determinative for Ms. Hopkins than for
any other candidates placed on "hold" or in the "no" category.
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C. Cont ary To Plaintiff's Assertion, Male Candidates With
Criticisms Of Their Interpersonal Dealings Of A Nature And
Extent Similar To Her Are Never Admitted, Much Less
Routinely Admitted.

Plaintiff alleges males with criticisms concerning
their interpersonal skills as serious and as widely noted as
those on plaintiff have been routinely admitted to the
partnership./ / Plaintiff states she is hampered in proving
this allegation because the business records supposedly do not
exist to allow identification of males ad itted over expressed
concerns for their interpersonal skills. (Plaintiff s
Post-Trial Brief at 19) The truth is plaintiff was provided in
discovery with the proposals, the long- and short-form
summaries, the Admissions Committee office visit memoranda, and
the Admissions Committee summaries of candidates' personnel

files for each and every candidate admitted to the firm in
1982, 1983, and 1984 (a ong others). Accordingly, plaintiff
has been hampered not by the absence of records to prove her

pretext allegation but rather by the absence of any evidence of
pretext in the records relevant to that allegation.

1. The Four Candidates Plaintiff Claims Were Ad itted
During 1982-1984 With Interpersonal Skills Criticisms
Like Her Own Are Not Comparable.

Having been provided a full record of the comments and
concerns advanced with respect to the 139 candidates ad itted

.1/ The record is clear, however, that no candidate over the
past several years, male or female, has evoked criticisms of

his or her interpersonal skills as substantial and as widely
noted as plaintiff. (Defendant's Exh. 68)
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in 1982 through 1984, plaintiff cites but four males s
candidates she claims were ad itted over concerns such as those

raised in her case. (Plaintiff's Post-Trial Brief at 17-19)
They are Messrs. Puschaver, Green, Todd and Steinberg. None of
these candidates received anywhere near the number and

intensity of criticisms plaintiff received.
Messrs. Todd and Steinberg's names were never

mentioned prior to the Post-Trial Brief and it is little wonder
because their records bear virtually no resemblance to

plaintiff's. This explains why plaintiff did not allude to
them in her interrogatory responses, did not question
Mr. Ziegler, Mr. Marcellin or Mr. Connor concerning their

candidacies, nor did she produce any of the partnership process
documents concerning those candidates. There is sufficient
evidence in the

record, however, to affirmatively disprove

plaintiff's unsupported allegation th t Messrs. Steinberg and
Todd are in some way similar to Ms. Hopkins.

Plaintiff argues Mr. Steinberg is like Ms. Hopkins
because one of the Policy Board members observed that four (4)
partners had criticized Mr. Steinberg for making a weak first
impression and because another Policy Board member viewed hi
as having received a "large" number of "no" recommendations on
the long- and short-form responses. (Plaintiff's Post-Trial

Brief at 18) As to the latter point, Mr. Steinberg received
six long-form "yes" recom endations and not a single "no" or
"hold" recom endation. He received 13 short-form "yes"
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recommendations, five "no," and one "hold" recom endation.
Ms. Hopkins who received three long-form "yes" recom endations
with two "holds" and one "no," combined with 10 short-for
"yes" and seven "no's" with one "hold" recommendation.

(Defendant s Exh. 69)
As to the suggestion that the criticisms of
Mr. Steinberg were similar to Ms. Hopkins1, set forth below is
an extract of all comments made on the long and short forms

concerning Mr. Steinberg which relate to his personality:

Michael S. Steinberg (Dallas - MAS) (Yes)
"I question whether he is a 'team player'."
- Insuff.

"He is quiet but has a strong personality
and is highly regarded by clients and staff,
particularly after enough exposure to get to
know him." - Yes
"While1 he is an extremely nice guy, I would

support his admission only if there is
sufficient demonstrated technical
proficiency and practice development
accomplishment to override an extremely
low-key, unaggressive personal image and
style." - No

"He appears to be a very strong technician;
however, based upon my limited exposure, he

appears to lack people skills and business
acumen." - Hold

"He is rather quiet in a social setting, but
he sure gets across to his clients, who

think very highly of him." - Yes
"Steinberg seems to be very quiet and
doesn't make a strong initial impression." -

No
"A classic case of 'still water runs deep'."
- Yes
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"Participated in proposal presentation to
ARCO with him, and he did very well despite
an obviously low-keyed and almost shy
demeanor. He ay be one of those people with
little exterior 'flash' but lots of depth.
He seems to have been successful in selling

himself in the firm but I suspect the
will be his personality." - Insuff.
"My major concern is that he makes an

extremely weak first impression and does not
project authority in selling situations." No
"Although Mike does not create a strong
first impression, he consistently
demonstrates the ability to gain the respect
and loyalty of his clients. As a result,
virtually all of his projects result in
signific nt follow-on work. In at least
three instances in the past year, new
engagements have resulted from former staff

and clients respect for him. I believe his
communication skills will improve." - Yes

(Defendant's Exh. 68 at 198-200)
These comments juxtaposed with the long- and
short-form comments on Ms. Hopkins give lie to the effort by

plaintiff to compare herself with Mr. Steinberg. Very simply,
Mr. Steinberg* s candidacy found a few partners criticizing his
weak first impression. Ms. Hopkins evoked wide-ranging
criticism of her rudeness, arrogance, insensitivity and

ill-temper in treating and dealing with staff and partners.
How can these two candidates be considered alike?
Mr. Todd is supposedly like Ms. Hopkins because a
Policy Board member noted that 2 or 3 partners in their short
forms observed he was stubborn or inflexible.

(Plaintiff's

Post-Trial Brief at 18) Mr. Todd received ten long-form "yes"
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recommendations and not a single no" or "hold." He received
13 long-form "yes" recom endations and four "nos." An extract
of all comments fro the long and short forms concerning

Mr. Todd's personality or interpersonal skills is set forth
below:

David . Todd (Newport Beach - Audit) (Yes)
"During the meeting he displayed a total
lack of flexibility and refused to listen to
suggestions or explanations. . . . [H]is

actions raise q estions regarding his
ability to relate to and work effectively
with his peer group and client officials." No
"A pleasure to work with." - Yes
"relates well to clients and staff" - Yes
"He was very adamant yet the decisions were

not supported by evidential facts. He was
an authority on every subject in all
conversations whether accounting or
otherwise. Did not make a favorable
impression with the people he was with." - No

"Displayed a remarkable inability to accept
counseling. . . . Also he could not handle

himself well in the review sessions with
Tampa office partners or managers" - No

(Defendant's Exh. 68 at 124)
Again, when these comments are compared with those on
Ms. Hopkins there is no basis to consider Ms. Hopkins'
candidacy like Mr. Todd's. How can three short-form rater
com ents on Mr. Todd's inflexibility be considered comparable
to the range and depth of criticisms as to how Ms. Hopkins
treated staff and partners?
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Mr. Puschaver's long and short-form summaries are in
evidence, and only because defendant offered them.

(Defendant's Exhs. 83 & 84) Testi ony was received concerning
the admission of Mr. Puschaver. (R. 276-77; Deposition of J.
Connor at 94-96) The testimony established Mr. Puschaver was
by no means subject to the same negative comments or criticis s

as Ms. Hopkins and that his admission was simply advanced a
year because of the need for his unique expertise in the
banking area. Mr. Pusch ver received but two "no"
recommendations on the short forms and one "hold"
recommendation. (Defendant's Exh. 83) A review of his longend short-form comments concerning personality or interpersonal

skills reveals how extreme and overreaching are plaintiff s
efforts to compare herself to Mr. P schaver. Those comments
were as follows:

Ernest L. Puschaver (Charlotte - Audit) (Yes )
"I find him difficult to deal with abrasive, obnoxious and overbearing.

Although"he's intelligent, he doesn't
hesitate to let one know it. If his
personality hasn't changed since the mid
70s, it would be a mistake to admit him." -

No
"headstrong" - No
"personable" - Insuff.
"excellent interpersonal skills" - Yes
"His only negative is a tendency to be a
'wise guy' from time to time." - Yes
"personable yet professional" - Yes
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"a good positive personality"

Insuff.

(Defendant's Exh. 68 at 111)
In characterizing Mr. Puschaver as like herself,

plaintiff relies solely upon the Admissions Committee
memorandum recom ending a "hold" for his candidacy.

(Plaintiff's E h. 25) The Committee in that memorandum quoted
the partner comments on Mr. Puschaver which criticized certain

perceived personality characteristics. Plaintiff suggests that
because these words were harsher than the words of
Mr. Marcellin in his memorandum summarizing the basis for a

"hold" on plaintiff's candidacy, her interpersonal skills
problems must have been less severe.

Plaintiff misses the point. Had the dmissions
Committee quoted the partner comments on Ms. Hopkins in its
memorandum to the Policy Board, she would have been rejected.
Mr. arcellin's effort as to Ms. Hopkins' memorandum was to put

the best gloss upon her qualifications and to minimize the
criticisms of her candidacy. .There was no such need in the
case of Mr. Puschaver who had but a few detractors.
What is relevant as to Mr. Puschaver is that so few
critical comments and indeed one short-for comment which is

dated in the 1970's can cause the Admissions Committee to
initially recommend a "hold." If this kind of commentary can
prompt the Committee to recommend a "hold" decision, then
Mr. Marcellin's testimony that Ms. Hopkins' candidacy fell
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)L'

k/

'

:

rather more in the "no" category because of the number and
strength of negative com ents rings very true.

The plaintiff also questioned witnesses concerning the
admission of Mr. Green. (R. 286-89; Deposition of J. Connor at

85-86) The decision to admit Mr. Green was not easily
reached. It was a difficult decision given the criticisms ade
of Mr. Green's maturity and image. At the Ad issions Committee

level the vote was initially divided and a consensus was
reached with great difficulty. The testimony establis ed
Mr. Green possessed a very special data processing expertise of

a nature that caused the firm to take the unusual step of
admitting two partners "laterally" to acquire more of the
skill. (Deposition of J. Connor at 82-83)
Eight partners in all (including Messrs. Epelbaum,
Blythe, and Kercher, who also commented upon plaintiff),
com ented negatively concerning Mr. Green's aturity and his

image. (Defendant1s Exh. 73) Eighteen (18) partners submitted
negative com ents or ratings on Ms. Hopkins' interpersonal
skills. The full set of com ents on Mr. Green's personality
are set forth below:

Thomas W. Green (NAC - Tampa - M S) (Yes)
"Some sign of im aturity in personal
matters" - Insuff.

"The above ratings are based solely on
gener l in-office exposure and office social

functions, basically reflecting his lack of
professionalism." - ?

"Although Tom is an outstanding EDP
technician and implementor of systems, he
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has not demonstrated that he can market the
firm's services, or recruit, train and
develop a staff. Also, another year of

maturity may further improve his
professional image and bearings." - Hold
"Projects a nonprofessional image. Dresses
badly and lacks 'class' in his mannerisms.

Should not be placed in a position of
representing PW in public." - Insuff.
"Green is selfish and, does what Green wants
to do, at times to the expense of the firm.

His lack of civic orientation and
inter-personal skills render hi ineffective
in practice and staff development. He would
not be effective, in my opinion, as a

general MAS partner because of bad qualities
enu erated above." - No
"It's a pleasure to work with him as he is

highly competent, very interested in being
helpful and trying new things, virtually
unflappable and personable." - Yes

"While in town he seemed to get along well
with the other staff at all levels." Insuff.
"He was somewhat immature although well

liked by staff and clients" - No
"He certainly takes charge of a situation maybe too strong-willed at times." - Hold

(Defendant* s Exh. 68 at 42-43)
The above commentary reflects a concern with
Mr. Green's maturity and image. It does not indicate the kind
or numbers of criticisms made concerning Ms. Hopkins.

2. Plaintiff's Transparent Efforts To istinguish Herself
From The 31 ale Candidates Placed On "Hold" Or
Re ected Fails.

Plaintiff's effort to distinguish the many candidates
whose candidacies were held or rejected for reasons having to
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do with their interpersonal skills constitutes an exercise in
finding distinctions without a difference. (Plaintiff's
Post-Trial Brief at 19-20) Essentially, she argues that if the
same words were not chosen to describe the concerns directed at

those candidates, they are inappropriate or nonprobative
comparisons. Among other things, plaintiff argues that if the
language of the Admissions Committee Memorandum includes any
additional terminology outside the interpersonal skills area,
the candidate cannot be compared to Ms. Hopkins. (Id. at n.2)

In making this distinction, plaintiff ignores two things. The
first is that criticisms were made of her in the long- and
short-form responses in the areas of integrity, technical
competence and leadership abilities. Mr. Marcellin indicated

he intentionally avoided repetition of those criticisms in the
Admissions Committee memorandum since his effort was to justify
a "hold" versus a "no" decision. (R. 312-13) Adding notations

of other criticisms could have only pushed the Policy Board
towards a "no" decision. Thus, as to those candidates
recommended for a "hold" or "no" decision for interpersonal
skills reasons where other types of criticisms were noted in
the Admissions Committee recommending memorandum, a more

appropriate comparison of those candidates with Ms. Hopkins
would be the long and short forms.
In focusing her comparative efforts on the Admissions

Committee memoranda, plaintiff ignores the fact that the number
and depth of interpersonal skills criticisms made of her
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candidacy exceeded that of any other candidate over the last

several years and over all time for that matter. (Defendant s
Exh. 68) Under the circumstances, it would be unusual for the

Committee to focus on other relatively less significant
concerns when there was a predominant negative characteristic

which was dispositive.
A classic example of the eaningless distinctions
plaintiff advances is her attempt to distinguish Mr. Gould
because the Admissions Com ittee emorandum references isolated
comments concerning his weakness in project management and a

tendency to overstate facts. (Plaintiff s Proposed
Finding 48) It is obvious Mr. Gould was placed on "hold" due
to criticisms of his interpersonal skills. (Defendant's
Exh. 64 at Tab 17) The fact that the Admissions Committee made
reference to the' single comment concerning his project

management skills and his tendency to overstate facts hardly
makes him different from s. Hopkins. A more appropriate
comparison of Ms. Hopkins and Mr. Gould can be performed by
reviewing the long- and short-form summaries of those two
candidates. In many respects, Mr. Gould and Ms. Hopkins are
re arkably similar in that comparison.

Even plaintiff's method of distinguishing herself is
of no help in the several instances where the dmissions

Com ittee memoranda (which plaintiff treats as the full and
complete record of criticisms leveled at any candidate) reflect
candidates

ere placed on "hold" for reasons exclusively due to
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interpersonal skills. Mr. Homer is a classic example.
r. Homer's Admissions Commi ee me orandum focuses on his
interpersonal skills in recommending a "hold." (Defendant's

Exh. 64 at Tab 31) A review of Mr. Homer's record reveals that
the criticisms made of Mr. Homer did not approach the number,
nature and intensity of those leveled at Ms. Hopkins.
Nonetheless, he was placed on "hold." Ms. Hopkins cannot

distinguish the Policy Board's decision on Mr. Homer on the
basis that he was reproposed by his local office the next
year. (Plaintiff s Post-Trial Brief at 20 n.2)
In the case of Mr. LeRoy, plaintiff argues that he is
different because the Ad issions Com ittee memo stated that he
needed another year of maturation before he could be admitted.

(Plaintiff's Proposed Finding 8) Thus, plaintiff acknowledges
the sole substantive reason for placing Mr. LeRoy on "hold"

related to his interpersonal skills. Plaintiff suggests
Mr. LeRoy is different because he was somehow viewed as too

young to be admitted. At the time Mr. LeRoy was placed on
"hold," he was 33 years old. The reference to maturation

obviously dealt as much with the need for another year of
e perience within the firm as with chronological age.
(Defendant's Exh. 6 at Tab 14) The fact that Mr. LeRoy needed
another year to i prove his dealings with people nd his
interpersonal skills does not distinguish hi from Ms. Hopkins
but makes him similar.
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Plaintiff distinguishes herself from Mr. Wilfong
through the same tortured logic. (Plaintiff's Proposed
Finding 48) Mr. Wilfong's Admissions Committee memorandum
recommending a "hold" focuses on his manner of personal

dealings with staff and partners. (Defendant's Exh. 64 at
Tab 21) At the end of the me orandum is the suggestion that
another year of maturity in dealing with people within the firm
can help improve his interpersonal skills. This does not make
him distinguishable from Ms. Hopkins. The basis for the hold
decision on Ms. Hopkins was to give her at least another year

of maturity in learning how to treat partners and staff.

IV.

PLAINTIFF'S CHALLENGES TO THE CREDIBILITY OF
MESSRS. EPELBAUM AND WARDER ARE WITHOUT BASIS.
A. Plaintiff 1s Characterization Of Mr. Epelbaum's Opposition
To Her Candidacy As Pretextual Is Unsupported By The Record.

Plaintiff claims the reasons specified by Mr. Epelbaum
for opposing her candidacy in July 1983 ere pure invention.
(Plaintiff's Post-Trial Brief at 35-36) Those reasons included
complaints Mr. Epelbau

received from staff in St. Lo is and at

OGS concerning Ms. Hopkins' dealings with them during the
Farmers' Home Ad inistration and the FMS proposal efforts.
Mr. Epelbaum's opposition was also founded in large measure

upon plaintiff's inappropriate conduct in dealing with him.
(R. 386-89)
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Plaintiff argues Mr. Epelbaum is not to be believed
when he reports staff complaints concerning her manner of
interpersonal dealings. (Plaintiff s Post-Trial Brief at 35)
She argues the firm had an obligation to call the staff members
from St. Lo is and OGS as witnesses to confirm they had in fact
made such co plaints to r. Epelbaum and that the firm's not
calling them as witnesses requires the inference that such
complaints were not made. (Id. at 14) This argument has been
addressed in detail above. Suffice it to say, plaintiff was
well aware before trial of the names of the staff members who
had complained about her conduct to Mr. Epelbaum and was fully
capable of calling and cross-examining each and every one of
those staff members. That she was capable of securing the
presence of staff members is amply demonstrated by the presence

of s. Kinsey and Ms. Mold as witnesses on behalf of plaintiff
at trial. Thus, plaintiff s effort to substitute inference for
evidence must fail.

There is anothe point to be made about plaintiff1s
allegation that Mr. Epelbaum invented complaints by the staff.
That is, plaintiff does not argue that Mr. Coffey invented his
reports of staff unhappiness with Ms. Hopkins' interpersonal

behavior. Apparently, plaintiff contends that only those
reports of staff complaints offered by partners who ultimately
opposed her candidacy were i vented and that those tendered by
the partners who balanced out those reports in plaintiff's
favor had a foundation in fact.
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Plaintiff argues Mr. Epelbaum invented his description
of a meeting with plaintiff wherein she attempted to intimidate
him. (Plaintiff s Post-Trial Brief at 35-36) She seems to
claim that Mr. Epelba m's testimony rings untrue because he was

not one of the persons she needed to intimidate. Having said
that, she of course then claims that she would never try to
intimidate anyone. Defendant believes the record speaks for
itself on that point.
Plaintiff also asserts Mr. Epelbaum g ossly
exaggerated the conduct of plaintiff in a meeting with
Mr. Beyer and others to discuss a possible staff transfer.

(Plaintiff's Post-Trial Brief at 36) The b sis for her
argument is Mr. Beyer's brief testimony concerning that
meeting. The fact is, Mr. Beyer was never asked specifically

bout the exchange that Mr. EpeIbau described but si ply
alluded to the meeting in a lengthy discourse on his discussion
with Mr. Epelbau when Epelbaum approached hi before the OGS
partners' meeting and described his concerns about plaintiff.
It is important to note that Mr. Beyer did not indicate that he
challenged Mr. Epelbaum's description of the incident.
(R. 217-21)
Plaintiff's final arg ment concerning Mr. Epelbaum's

credibility focuses upon the evolution of his position with
respect to plaintiff's candidacy. (Plaintiff's Post-Trial
Brief at 35) Plaintiff atte pts to use Mr. Epelbaum's change
in position to construct the illusion of a suspicious
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inconsistency. While he positions he took at two different
points in time are not the same and in that sense are not

consistent, the evolution of his position hardly points to
discri ination. Indeed, the fact that Mr. Epelbaum began as a
supporter of Ms. Hopkins candidacy and evolved to opposition
suggests the absence of discrimination.
As part of her argument on Mr. Epelbaum's supposed

inconsistency, plaintiff points to a notation in Mr. Beyer s
notes of the OGS partners' eetings wherein Mr. Epelbaum is
reported as saying that hile he had supported her candidacy in
the prior year, he could no longer support the same.

(Defendant's Exh. 43) Plaintiff claims that this statement
refl cts Mr. Epelbaum's dishonesty since ultimately in the
prior year he had moved from support to "hold" recommendation.
The most obvious reading of Mr. Beyer's note is that

Mr. Epelbaum was remarking that he had supported the proposal
of plaintiff in the prior year (which is true) but that in the
current year he could not support the proposal of her candidacy.

B. Plaintiff1s Claim That r. Warder's "Hold" Recommendation

And His Subsequent Opposition Were Based Upon Her Sex Is
Unfounded Spec lation.

Plaintiff ar ues Mr. Warder's positions on her
candidacy were based upon her sex. Her argument is based upon:
a. Mr. Warder's supposed inconsistent public and

private positions on her candidacy;
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b. Mr. Warder's alleged fabrication of deficiencies

he reported in his second partner review concerned plaintiff s
management of the RE S pro ect;
c. Mr. Warder's remark that Ms. Hopkins talked like
a "truck driver"; and
d. Mr. Warder's observation to

s. Mold that working

women with more than one child face special difficulties.
(Plaintiff's Post-Trial Brief at 33-35)
Plaintiff's claim that r. Warder was inconsistent
with his public and private positions on her candidacy vastly
misrepresents the record. In 1982, Mr. Warder did not oppose

the OGS partnership decision to propose plaintiff for
admission. Ultimately that year, Mr. Warder recommended that

her candidacy be placed on "hold." (Defendant's E h. 27) To
characterize Mr. Warder's recommendation for a "hold" as

inconsistent with his agreement with his OGS partners that she
be proposed so as to allow the full partnership an opportunity
to comment on her qualifications hardly smacks of
inconsistency. In many ways, plaintif

s argument here

proceeds from the assumption that a partner must oppose the

proposal of a Senior Manager if he has any doubt about whether
the candidate should be immediately admitted.
Plaintiff further arg es that evidence of

r. Warder's

alleged inconsistency is supplied by the remarks contained in
the Annual Summary of Contract Staff Performance filled out by
Mr. Warder in Apri1 1982. (Defendant's Exhibit 15) This
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document gives plaintiff high ratings, indicates she is making
progress in improving interpersonal relationships and should be
considered a partner candidate in 1983. As Mr. Marcellin

pointed out in his testimony, this document is not intended to
represent the views of the partner completing the form but
rather is to be a summary of the contract staff performance as

evaluated by those persons who worked with the manager during
the year covered by the review. (R. 325) s a result,
Mr. Warder was simply reporting the views of Mr. Beyer, who as

indicated by the document itself, as the partner working with
Ms. Hopkins during the year covered by the form. Moreover,

there is nothing terribly inconsistent about the views on that
f°rm and Mr. Warder's ultimate recomme dation respecting

Ms. Hopkins candidacy as set forth in his long-form in
September 1982 ./
Contrary to

s. Hopkins' allegation, Mr. Warder's

criticisms of h r management of the REMS project did have a
foundation in fact. There is no basis upon which to conclude
that Mr. Warder invented the criticisms of her management of
that project because of her sex. Indeed, Ms. Hopkins herself

acknowledged that a subsequent Quality Control Review of her
project revealed serious tech ical deficiencies. (R. 114) The
report of that review is in evidence and plaintiff does not
challenge the findings of the Quality Control Review which
confirm the criticisms

r. Warder advanced. (Defendant's

Exh. 47)
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Mr. Warder's observations concerning

he difficulties

that working mothers can face in managing their time is fairly
weak fodder for an inference of discrimination. It actually

suggests some sensitivity to the difficulties that working
mothers can fac . It hardly proves Mr. Warder opposed Ms.

Hopkins' candidacy in July 1983 because she was a working
mother.
Mr. Warder's observations concerning Ms. Hopkins
choice of language is nothing more than an accurate observation

shared by many others. Plaintiff's suggestion that Mr. Warder
accepted inappropriate language from male Senior Managers is
without a y support.
Plaintiff also appears to argue an inference of
pretext should be inferred by virtue of the fact Mr. Warder was
not called by Price Waterhouse as a witness. (Plaintiff s
Post-Trial Brief at 35) Again, plaintiff confuses the burdens
of proof. Mr.

arder's position and his com ents are a matter

of record in this case and it is plaintiff's burden to
demonstrate their pretextuality. Price Waterhouse does not
have the burden to call Mr. Warder to repeat the same words

that are already part of the record. Plaintiff suggests that
the firm was hiding Mr. Warder. The fact is, plaintiff took
Mr. Warder's deposition and elected to introduce only a single

page of the transcript of that deposition, (Court1s Exh. A),
and not to call Mr. Warder as an adverse witness. The

inference that can be drawn from plaintiff's decision is quite
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I.

obvious, namely, that Mr. Warder's testimony does not support

the claim of pretext.

Respectfully submitted.
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